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1 Introduction

The canonical repeated games model is a fulcrum of formal thinking on dynamic incentives. Its ubiquitous
applicability in economics is apparent—industrial organization, macroeconomics, public �nance, political
economy and more. It has delivered the conceptual underpinnings of self-enforcing contracts, reputation
building and understanding of institutions and cultural norms. A key, arguably restrictive, assumption in
its formalization is that players repeatedly play the same game or that they have a common understanding
of what class of games appear in the future. In this paper we attempt to expand the scope of this cannon to
repeated games where multiple stage games are possible in each period and the players are uncertain about
which games will arrive in the future.

We consider the following model: A �nite set of players interact repeatedly and play one amongst �nitely
many possible stage games in each period. At the start of every period they are informed of the game they
are about to play; however they are maximally uncertain about the likelihood of how future stage games
will be drawn. All past actions and realized games are observable. The players act optimally given whatever
information they possess. The question we ask is: what is a reasonable notion of equilibrium to discipline
the model; and given such a notion what observed action sequences are justi�able and what payo�s are
achievable?

If the set of possible stage games is restricted to a singleton, the model collapses to the classical repeated
games model (Abreu [1988] and Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti [1990]). And, if we put a stochastic process
on the evolution on the stage games which is common knowledge amongst players who are Bayesian and
time consistent in their beliefs, we are in the realm of the classical stochastic games setup (Shapley [1953] and
Solan and Vieille [2015]). At the heart of repeated games (or dynamic and stochastic games more generally) is
the observation that individuals can be made to take actions that may not be their myopic best responses in
return for a reward or punishment in the future, as long as these are credible. So, conceptually the question
week to ask is what are bounds on such credible rewards and punishments when there may not be a common
understanding of the future state of play?

*Krasikov: Higher School of Economics Moscow, krasikovis.main@gmail.com; Lamba: Pennsylvania State University,
rlamba@psu.edu. Thanks to Dilip Abreu, Sylvain Chassang, Yuhta Ishii, Vijay Krishna and Eilon Solan for their comments and
suggestions.
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There are at least two motivations in asking this question. First is to bring ideas of robustness of in-
formation from static games of incomplete information to the study of stochastic games (Wilson [1987]
and Bergemann and Morris [2005]). The imposition of common knowledge of information on how stage
games change over time renders the predictions of the model to be speci�c to the assumed Markov process
and further on its common understanding amongst players and the outside analyst. A detail-free model
would then seek to extend these insights to settings where players are allowed to be uncertain about evolu-
tion of games and about each others’ ability to process and update their information systematically.

The second motivation is to understand to what extent players can achieve cooperation or sustain con-
�ict even when there may not be agreement on the future state of play. A lot of focus on repeated games so
far has been on testing the limits of cooperation when varying the monitoring structure (eg. Fudenberg and
Yamamoto [2010] and Awaya and Krishna [2016]). We ask a similar question while keeping monitoring in
its simplest form but introducing uncertainty on the future state of play. Moreover, a literature starting at
least with Rotemberg and Saloner [1986] provides theoretical underpinnings of price-wars during "boom"
times. It is well documented that the predictions of these models depend on the assumed information struc-
ture of how the underlying state evolves (see Kandori [1991]). A natural question then arises: to what extent
can price-wars be sustained without making speci�c assumptions on a common understanding of how the
state evolves.

In recent work Carroll [2020] poses the precise question raised above, but for the case of one-long run
player (in the sense of Fudenberg, Kreps, and Maskin [1990] wherein only one player has a positive dis-
count factor). This paper is inspired from and builds on Carroll’s analysis. While the �rst aforementioned
motivation is shared between the two papers, the second one can only be rightfully addressed by studying
repeated games with many long-run players. In fact Carroll discusses at some length this limitation to one
long run player and why the approach employed in that paper can fail when considering many long-run
players, which is where we step in.

To describe our results, we �rst brie�y talk about the equilibrium concept: The strategies of the play-
ers are de�ned in the usual way, as functions of past play to current choices. The analysis is restricted to
pure strategies and players are allowed a public randomization device. Since we don’t impose beliefs on the
evolution of information, a natural equilibrium concept is ex-post equilibrium. It demands that for any re-
alization of possible stage games, the strategy under consideration must be a subgame perfect equilibrium
of that speci�c and standard dynamic game.

Ex-post equilibrium is a fairly demanding criterion and so any cooperation (or con�ict) attained under
its guise is robust in its predictive power. The criterion also builds on standard tools—it simply seeks sub-
game perfection in every possible scenario of stage games. Moreover, it is (i) robust to any mis-speci�cations
that the players or the outside analyst may have about the information structure of the underlying stochas-
tic game, and (ii) naturally satis�es a non-regret condition for all players—no matter the future realization
of stage games, no player will individually regret to not have deviated ay any point.1

We start by �rst considering the canonical set up where only one stage game is possible. Here we show
that the standard recursion used to study repeated games can be recast into a gap between best and worst

1Fudenberg and Yamamoto [2010].. discuss ex-post equilibrium used there.
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possible attainable equilibrium payo�s. Instead of recursing over the promised utility (or payo�s), we can
instead recurse over incremental payo� that is awarded to each player over and above their worst possible
equilibrium payo�. Once the recursion has been appropriately set up, the proof follows from arguments
analogous to Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti [1990]. This extends Carroll [2020] construction of the gap
recursion for standard repeated games from the one-long run player case to any general mutli-players setup.
It has an intuitive appeal for it characterizes the exact amount of "reward minus punishment" a player can
be credibly promised. This number can be regarded as debt (when negative) or credit (when positive) in the
payo� space.

We then ask what sequence of actions can be justi�ed under some ex-post equilibrium in this canonical
repeated games set up. Suppose an outside analyst observes the players take certain actions for ten periods.
Is there an equilibrium under which this particular sequence of actions be justi�ed? Building on Abreu
[1988] this question can be precisely answered through a system of inequalities for any arbitrary number
of time periods. The textbook version of this result of course is when can cooperating every period can be
justi�ed as a subgame perfect equilibrium in a Prisoner’s Dilemma or Cournot game, which then generates
a threshold on the discount factor.

The main analysis in the paper tackles the question of the characterization of equilibrium payo�s and
actions for the general uncertain repeated games model. A generalized version of the APS recursion (or
equivalently the gap recursion) can be written down for the problem. It is well de�ned and �nds the largest
�xed point. However, the pro�le of vectors it recurses over is in�nite dimensional for we need to propose
a promised utility (or gap) for each player, for each possible stage game, and for each possible sequence of
realizations of future stage games. The recursion then is mostly moot for it cannot be solved theoretically
even for straightforwardly simple examples, and (we conjecture) not even numerically.

How to get around this problem to make some predictions? Here we take a cue from literature on re-
peated games with private monitoring in characterizing a subset of equilibria which have some conceptual
appeal (eg. Ely, Hörner, and Olszewski [2005] pin down the set of belief free equilibria in repeated games
with private monitoring). In particular, we restrict the maximal gap between reward and punishment to be
independent of the environment. What rewards and punishments can be credibly sustained in uncertain re-
peated games when the gaps as de�ned above are a constant number for any realization of sequence of stage
games? This set of gaps is shown to be the largest �xed point of an operator analogous to the gap recursion
for the benchmark case. These can be solved either in closed form for some examples or numerically us-
ing standard well developed algorithms (such as Judd, Yeltekin, and Conklin [2003], Abreu and Sannikov
[2014], and Abreu, Brooks, and Sannikov [2020]). We graph the largest �xed point of the common gap
recursion for some simple examples.

This subset of XPE also allows us to provide a su�cient condition for justi�ability of action sequences
in uncertain repeated games. Suppose an oustside analyst observes a sequence of realized stage games and
actions taken by players in those games. A system of inequalities determines whether these actions can be
justi�ed using an XPE that is generated through a common gap recursion described above. Justi�ability
of stationary outcomes such as sustaining the same collusive outcome across stage games when the worst
punishment is Nash reversion can be completely determined using this result.
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One may naturally wonder about the tightness of our su�ciency conditions for justi�ability. Since the
set of XPE payo�s is in�nite dinmensional, it is hard (perhaps impossible) to put a precise upperbound.
So we relax the problem to gain tractability—by reducing the dimensionality in a speci�c way, we state a
necessary condition for justi�ability, which nonetheless gives us some information about the tightness of
the predictions made by the common gap recursion. The main idea to to construct two bounds: one for
the worst payo�s for each possible realization of stage games, and the other for the payo� gap that can be
sustained for all possible realizations simultaneously. Combining these two gives us a uniform upporbound
which delivers the necessary condition for justi�ability.

One way to test the tightness of our construction is to put more structure on the set of stage games. Here
we invoke the commonly studied symmetric games (eg. Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti [1986], Cronshaw
and Luenberger [1994], and Kandori [1991]). It is then shown that when restricting attention to strongly
symmetric equilibria the upper and lower bounds constructed for general uncertain repeated games collapse
to give a complete characterization of the set of XPE payo�s and justi�able outcomes.

Finally, we solve a duopoly model both for the Cournot and Bertrand speci�cations and illustrate the
workings of our analysis by plotting the set of strongly symmetric and common gap XPE payo�s.

2 Setup

2.1 Preliminaries

Consider = players indexed by 8 ∈ # := {1, . . . , =} interacting in discrete time C = 1, . . .. The players
discount the future with a common factor X ∈ [0, 1).

Fix a non-empty �nite set of actions �8 , one for each player, and let � := ×8∈# �8 . A stage game

speci�es a vector of payo�s D(0) ∈ R= for every action pro�le 0 ∈ �. It is convenient to de�ne A (0)
as the vector of payo�s from the best unilateral deviations, that is for each 8 ∈ # and for each 0 ∈ �,
A8 (0) := max

0′
8
∈�8

D8 (0′8 , 0−8). Denote also the vector of net gains by 3 (0) := A (0) − D(0).

We assume that, in contrast to the standard repeated games setting, the players encounter (potentially)
di�erent stage games. Speci�cally, there is a �nite set of stage games: {D(·|\), �(\) |\ ∈ Θ}, and the players
face maximal uncertainty about how future evolves. Each player at each date �nds every in�nite sequence
of stage games possible. Put di�erently, we consider a stochastic games setting in which the players and
the outside analyst know the set of states, i.e., the available stage games; however, either the players or the
outside the analyst are unable or unwilling to attach any distribution over the evolution of states.

Given the paucity of information regarding the future, a natural solution concept is Ex Post Equilib-

rium (XPE). Loosely speaking, an XPE requires a strategy pro�le to constitute a Subgame Perfect Equi-

librium (SPE) for every possible environment, i.e., an in�nite sequence of stage games. We will describe
it formally after going through an example. Our main interest lies in characterizing the set of attainable
payo�s in an XPE and correspondingly the history of actions sequences that are justi�able by an XPE.
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2.2 An example

There are two players and two possible stage games. Player 1 has two available actions, “U” and “V”, and
player 2 has three actions denoted “G”, “H” and “I”. The payo� matrix is as follows:

Game 1, \1
G H I

U (4, 4) (1, 1) (2★, 5★)
V (7★, 1) (3★, 3★) (1, 1)

Game 2, \2
G H I

U (4, 4) (1, 1) (3★, 6★)
V (5★, 1) (5/2★, 2★) (1, 1)

For each game and each player, “★” indicates the static best-response.
We now ask can “always (U, G)” be played on-path? For a moment, suppose that only the �rst game is

available to the players. Since in this game, for each player her minmax payo� (resp., 2 and 3) is attained at
a static Nash Equilibrium (resp., (U, I) and (V, H)), the actions “always (U, G)” can be supported on-path
if and only if it can be supported by a Nash reversion. For this we need that for each player the static gain
from deviating from (U, G) is lower than the dynamic loss from Nash reversion; that is


3 × (1 − X) 6 2 × X,

1 × (1 − X) 6 1 × X.
⇐⇒ X > max{3/5, 1/2} = 3/5.

The same is true in the second game where the minmax payo�s are 5/2 and 2, which are attained at the
same static Nash Equilibrium (V, H). As a result, we have the following condition for “always (U, G)” to be
played on-path: 

1 × (1 − X) 6 3/2 × X,

2 × (1 − X) 6 2 × X.
⇐⇒ X > max{2/5, 1/2} = 1/2.

These respective gains and losses that generate the thresholds on X above can be summarized in the
matrix in the following way:

Game 1
gain loss

player 1 3 2
player 2 1 1

Game 2
gain loss

player 1 1 3/2
player 2 2 2

Next, suppose that the players �nd both games to be possible. At each time they are aware of the game
being played, but are unaware of which game will arrive at any future date. Then, it is easy to see that the
actions “always (U, G)” can be sustained if and only if it can be sustained by the grim trigger that speci�es
punishing each player by her worst Nash equilibrium in every stage game:

• play (U, G) as long as only (U, G) has been played in the past,

• if player 1 deviates, revert to (U, I) in game 1 and (V, H) in game 2,

• if player 2 deviates, revert to (V, H) in either game.
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Thus, we need that for each player her maximal static gain in deviating from (U, G), across all stage
games, is lower than her lowest dynamic loss from Nash reversion, again all across stage games; that is


max{3, 1} × (1 − X) 6 min{2, 3/2} × X,

max{1, 2} × (1 − X) 6 min{1, 2} × X.
⇐⇒ X > max{2/3, 2/3} = 2/3.

The maximal gain and minimal loss are marked in red for each player in the above matrix.
It follows that for X ∈ [3/5, 2/3), the action pro�le (U, G) cannot be sustained in every period on-path

whenever the players face uncertainty about the future; yet, this action pro�le can be rationally chosen
on-path in each individual repeated game where the stage game is �xed to be either \1 or \2.

Two remarks are in order here. First, the worst punishment in our example is a Nash reversion, because
it yields minmax payo�s in every stage game. This is a convenient assumption to exposit that the set up
indeed has a bite. Nevertheless, as we will show later, the general arguments do not rely on the minimax
payo� being a Nash outcome. The players can use other, more intricate punishments o�-path, to sustain
certain actions on-path.

Second even though we do not take a call on the beliefs of the players on the state of play, the possibility
of dynamic inconsistency in beliefs is important above to identify the binding constraint. For concreteness,
note that the �rst player has the highest incentive to deviate whenever she faces the �rst game today and
thinks that all future games will be of the second kind. Come tomorrow, we again constructs the same
scenario to �nd her tightest incentive constraint, and so on. The opposite is true for the second player—the
tightest incentive constraint features the second game today and all future games of the �rst kind.

2.3 Ex Post Equilibrium (XPE)

We consider only pure strategies and assume that the players may use a public correlation device. Formally:

De�nition 1. A (pure) strategy f8 for player 8 ∈ # prescribes for each date C = 1, . . ., a pure action

fC
8
(01:C−1, l1:C |\1:C ) ∈ �8 as a measurable function of

• a sequence of past actions 01:C−1 := (01, ..., 0C−1) ∈ �C−1,

• a sequence of sunspotsl1:C := (l1, ..., lC ) ∈ [0, 1]C ,

• a sequence of past stage games \1:C := (\1, ..., \C ) ∈ ΘC .

As usual, sunspots are taken to be i.i.d. uniform random variables. This is a standard notion of a strategy
in stochastic games (eg. Mertens, Sorin, and Zamir [2015] and Abreu, Brooks, and Sannikov [2020]).

Given an environment 4 ∈ Θ∞, player 8’s discounted payo� under strategy pro�le f := (f1, . . . , f# )
is de�ned inductively:

*C ,f (01:C−1, l1:C |4) = (1 − X)D(fC (01:C−1, l1:C |\1:C ) |\C ) + XEC
[
*C+1,f (01:C−1, fC (01:C−1, l1:C |\1:C ), l1:C+1 |4)

]
,
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where the expectation EC [·] is taken over the (C + 1)-th sunspot. Denote the vector of payo�s at the outset
under f by*f (4), i.e.,

*f (4) := E [*1,f (l1 |4)] .

Note that* is the ex-post payo� the player(s) for a �xed environment 4. If the standard repeated game 4
would simply be the repetition of the same stage game and in a standard stochastic game we would integrate
over future realizations of stage games using the commonly held beliefs of the players.

A strategy pro�le f is said to be a Subgame Perfect Equilibrium (SPE) for environment 4 ∈ Θ∞ if

*
C ,f
8

(
01:C−1, l1:C |4

)
> *C , ( f̃8 ,f−8)

8

(
01:C−1, l1:C |4

)
∀(01:C−1, l1:C ) ∈ �C−1 × [0, 1]C , ∀C = 1, . . . , ∀f̃8 , ∀8 ∈ #.

Again for a �xed environment 4, this is the standard equilibrium notion for dynamic games with perfect
recall.

De�nition 2. A strategy profile f is said to be an Ex Post Equilibrium (XPE) if it is a subgame perfect

equilibrium (SPE) for every environment.

Ex-post equilibrium is a natural but demanding concept. It features no-regret for any player—no matter
what game realizes in the future no players regrets having not deviated. It is also robust to heterogeneous
beliefs and potential time inconsistencies in processing information by any of the players. For instance in the
example above, both players have heterogeneous and time inconsistent beliefs when their tightest incentive
constraints are evaluated. Finally, since the analyst (or econometrician) does not need to model beliefs, the
inference generated by this equilibrium concept is tight or less permissive but is still robust to informational
mis-speci�cations.

Two observations about XPE are immediate. First, the one-shot deviation principle continues to hold.
So we can rewrite De�nition 2 as follows. A pro�le of strategies f is an XPE if and only if

*
C ,f
8
(01:C−1, l1:C |4) > (1 − X)D8 (08 , fC−8 (01:C−1, l1:C |\1:C ) |\C )+

+ XEC
[
*
C+1,f
8
(01:C−1, (08 , fC−8 (01:C−1, l1:C |\1:C )), l1:C+1 |4)

]
∀(01:C−1, l1:C ) ∈ �C−1 × ΘC , ∀C = 1, . . . , ∀08 ∈ �8 , ∀8 ∈ #.

The second observation is that a strategy pro�le in which a static Nash Equilibrium (NE) is played in every
subgame is an XPE. To avoid issues with existence of XPE, we assume that every available stage game admits
a pure NE.

Assumption 1. For every \ ∈ Θ, the set (#(\) := {0 ∈ �|3 (0 |\) = 0} is non-empty.

Our invocation of XPE is based on Carroll [2020], which de�nes the notion for the case of one-long run
player. The idea is also based on Fudenberg and Yamamoto [2010], which de�nes an ex-post equilibrium
for a di�erent environment. Spiritually, the concept is also related to the belief-free equilibrium which is
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used to gain some tractability and robustness to information in repeated games with private monitoring
(eg. Ely, Hörner, and Olszewski [2005]).

2.4 Justi�able outcomes

We now formally de�ne what we mean by "justifying" observed behavior. To that end, we �rst introduce
concepts that record on-path behavior in an XPE. A full outcome U1:g (of length g 6 ∞) is a sequence of
measurable functions (l1:C , \1:C ) ↦→ UC (l1:C |\1:C ) ∈ � for C = 1, . . . , g. We will also be interested in deter-
ministic outcomes, which drop dependence on sunspots. Formally, a full outcome U1:g is deterministic if
for each C = 1, . . . , g the functionUC is independent of sunspots. Now, we de�ne our notion of justi�ability
for a full outcome.

De�nition 3. A full outcome U1:g is justi�able if there exists an XPE f such that

UC (l1:C |\1:C ) = fC (U1:C−1(l1:C−1 |\1:C−1), l1:C |\1:C ) a.e. l1:C ∈ [0, 1]C , ∀\1:C ∈ ΘC , ∀C = 1, ..., g.

Full outcomes that prescribe an identical action pro�le in each period are especially tractable as they can
be characterized by the reasoning similar to our example. We say that a full outcome U1:∞ is stationary if for
each C = 1, . . ., the function UC depends only on (lC , \C ), and these functions are identical, i.e., UC = UC′

for all C, C ′ = 1, . . .. To simplify notations, we drop the time superscript and write U for UC when dealing
with stationary full outcomes.

We note that full outcomes require a large amount of information, because action pro�les must be
speci�ed for each possible sequence of stage games. On the other hand, stationary full outcomes might
be too restrictive. Practically, it seems more natural to specify action pro�les only for the sequence which
actually materialized. Following Carroll [2020], we de�ne a reduced outcome (V1:g , \1:g) (of length g 6
∞) to be a sequence of stage games up to time g, where l1:C ↦→ VC (l1:C ) is a measurable function for
C = 1, . . . , g. A reduced outcome (V1:g , \1:g) is deterministic for each C = 1, . . . , g, the function VC is
independent of sunspots. We can state formally the notion of justi�ability for a reduced outcome.

De�nition 4. A reduced outcome (V1:g , \1:g) is justi�able if there exists an XPE f such that

VC (l1:C ) = fC (V1:C−1(l1:C−1), l1:C |\1:C ) a.e. l1:C ∈ [0, 1]C , ∀C = 1, ..., g.

For the results on justi�ability, we will only focus on deterministic outcomes, so outcome functions are
independent of sunspots. Results for stochastic outcomes can be proven along similar lines, and we will
comment on that in Section xx. We start by considering the benchmark case whereΘ is a singleton.

3 Constructing XPE: Common gap recursion

Since Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti [1990] (henceforth APS), it is well-known that when only one stage
game is available to the players, thus the notions of XPE and SPE coincide, the set of XPE admits a simple
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recursive structure2 Importantly, this recursive structure contains all information that is needed for under-
standing what behavior can be justi�ed. As we will argue later in the next section, no tractable recursion
exists if multiple stage games are available. So instead we will construct a subset of XPE that are closed under
a �xed point argument, and then use this set to (partially) characterize justi�able outcomes along the same
lines as in this benchmark case.

3.1 Single stage game

Suppose for now that Θ is a singleton; to simplify notations we omit \ in this section. The main purpose
of this section is to provide an alternative recursive technique for the classical repeated games setting. This
alternative recursion is a core of our analysis of the general case that will follow.

It is useful to �rst revisit the construction of the APS recursion. LetV be the set of discounted payo�s
attainable in some XPE, that is

V :=
{
F ∈ R= |∃f, XPE s.t. F = *f

}
.

Working directly in the strategy space is intractable due to the so-called curse of dimensionality. One of the
great insights here is that recursing on the payo� space allows us to characterize what equilibrium payo�s
can be attained from which the associated XPEs can then be re-constructed. To see this, note thatV is the
largest (in the sense of set-inclusion) set that satis�es the following recursion:

V = F(V), F(+) := 2>
{
F ∈ R= |∃0 ∈ �, ∀8 ∈ {0} ∪ # ∃E8 ∈ + s.t.

(% ) F = (1 − X)D(0) + XE0,

(��) 1 − X
X
38 (0) 6 E08 − E88 ∀8 ∈ #

}
,

where the operator F is de�ned over subsets of R=, and 2>{·} stays for a convex hull. Using the APS recur-
sion, for each F ∈ V, it is possible to construct an XPE in which the players receive the payo� of F. This
amounts to specifying an automaton that selects an action pro�le, vectors of continuation and punishments
payo�s as a function of current (promised) payo� and a sunspot (see Mailath and Samuelson [2006]).

The set of XPE payo�s is a tractable object. By Assumption 1,V is non-empty; moreover, it is easy to
see that it is a convex, compact set.3 There are various numerical algorithms that can reliably approximate
the set of XPE payo�s, for example, see Judd, Yeltekin, and Conklin [2003], Abreu and Sannikov [2014],
and Abreu, Brooks, and Sannikov [2020].4

The APS recursion is not the only way to recursify the set of XPE. We now provide an alternative
approach that will form a basis for our analysis of the general case with multiple possible stage games. First

2The original paper APS paper allows for imperfect private monitoring. The same techniques carry over to the special case of
perfect monitoring, as has been noted by

3By the Knaster-Tarski theorem, we have thatV =
⋂∞
:=0 F

: (2>{D(0) |0 ∈ �}), where F: is the :-th application of the APS
recursion. Then, convexity and compactness ofV follows from the fact that Fmaps convex, compact sets to convex, compact sets.

4A direct numerical implementation of F restricted to convex sets with a �nite number of extreme points is possible, for exam-
ple, the Polyhedra package will do.
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of all, we note that that there is no loss of generality in using the worst equilibrium payo�s as punishments.
For a set+ ⊂ R=, de�ne the meet

∧
+ as follows:∧
+ :=

(
inf
F ∈+

F1, . . . , inf
F ∈+

F=

)
,

where the minimum is, of course, attained whenever+ is compact.
Next, consider the set of XPE gapes (or bonuses) over the worst payo�s, that isV − ! (V). It is easy

to see that instead of recursing over discounted payo�s, i.e., points inV, we can do it over gaps, i.e., points
inV − ! (V). The following proposition formalizes this observation.

Proposition 1. Let G andU be the largest sets satisfying the following gap recursion:

G = U − ! (U) andU = T(G), T(�) := 2>
{
F ∈ R= |∃0 ∈ �, ∃6 ∈ � s.t.

(% ) F = (1 − X)D(0) + X6,

(��) 1 − X
X
3 (0) 6 6)

}
.

Then, for each F ∈ U, there exists an XPE f such that

*f = F + X

1 − X ·
∧
U .

Conversely, for each XPE f, there exists 6 ∈ G such that 6 = *f −∧V .

Proof. LetV ′ := U + X
1−X ·

∧U. SinceU = T(G) andV ′ = G + 1
1−X ·

∧U, the setV ′must satisfy the
following recursion:

V ′ = F′(V ′), F′(+) := 2>
{
F ∈ R= |∃0 ∈ �, ∀8 ∈ {0} ∪ # ∃E8 ∈ + s.t.

(% ) F = (1 − X)D(0) + XE0,

(��) 1 − X
X
38 (0) 6 E08 − E88 ∀8 ∈ #,

E88 =

[∧
+

]
8
∀8 ∈ #

}
.

Note that the above recursion is more constrained than the APS operator implying thatV ′ = F′(+ ′) ⊆
F(V ′). Finally, combining together the facts that F is monotone andV is the largest invariant set of F, we
concludeV ′ ⊆ V.

We next show the converse. Let G′ := V −∧V. Since the set of XPE payo�s is compact, the worst
payo�s are attained, i.e.,V = F(V − ∧V) + X · ∧V. It follows thatV − X · ∧V ⊆ T(G′) ⊆ U,
where the last inclusion is due to G andU being the largest sets satisfying the gap recursion. As a result,
V − X ·∧V − (1 − X) ·∧V = G′ ⊆ G, which completes the proof. �

Note thatU is the set of payo�s that can be attained with the continuation gaps from G. To get back
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toU, we need to squeeze out the “slack” generated this period, hence we normalizeU by
∧U. Once this

fact has been absorbed, the proof essentially follows a variation of the APS construction.
The gap recursion was introduced by Carroll [2020] for the case of one-long run player. So, for special

case of no uncertainty, i.e., Θ is a singleton, Proposition 1 is a generalization of that idea to many long-run
players.

3.2 Multiple stage games

Allow now for multiple stage games, i.e., |Θ| > 1. Analogous to the benchmark case, we �rst consider
the discounted payo�s that can be attained by some XPE. These payo�s again admit a recursive structure;
however, the recursion is intractable, because the payo�s must be recorded for every possible environment.
Then, we develop a certain version of the gap recursion developed in the previous section to characterize a
subset of XPE payo�s.

For each current stage game \ ∈ Θ, let V(\) be the set of discounted payo�s, as a function of an
environment, attainable in some XPE, that is

V(\) :=
{
F ∈ R= ·Θ∞ |∃f, XPE s.t. F(4) = *f (\, 4) ∀4 ∈ Θ∞

}
.

Denote the collection of these sets byV := (V(\))\ ∈Θ.
It is still true that the set of XPE can be reconstructed fromV as these are the largest (in the sense of

set-inclusion) sets that satisfy the following recursion:

V(\) = F(V|\) ∀\ ∈ Θ,

where for each \ ∈ Θ, the operator F(·|\) is de�ned as

F(+ |\) := 2>
{
F ∈ (R=)Θ∞ |∃0 ∈ �, ∀\̃ ∈ Θ, ∀8 ∈ {0} ∪ # ∃E8 (\̃, ·) ∈ + (\̃) s.t.

(% ) F(\̃, 4) = (1 − X)D(0 |\) + XE0 (\̃, 4) ∀\̃ ∈ Θ, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞,

(��) 1 − X
X
38 (0 |\) 6 E08 (\̃, 4) − E88 (\̃, 4) ∀\̃ ∈ Θ, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞, ∀8 ∈ #

}
.

By Assumption 1,V is non-empty. It is clearly convex and bounded. Still the aforementioned characteri-
zation is of a limited use: sinceV is in�nite-dimensional, the XPE payo�s most often cannot be computed
analytically nor numerically.

Inspired by the gap recursion, we now characterize a certain subset of XPE payo�s in which the players
have an environment-independent gap over their worst payo�s. More formally, we seek for sets (B(\))\ ∈Θ ⊆
×\ ∈ΘV(\) satisfying the following two properties:

i) for each player 8, there exists an XPE f which attains the player 8’s worst payo�s in (B(\))\ ∈Θ si-
multaneously for all environments, that is

*f (\, 4) =
∧

?A> 94B(\) ∀\ ∈ Θ, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞,

11



where ?A> 94 is a projection onto environment 4;

ii) for each \ ∈ Θ, every elementF ∈ B(\) is obtained with an environment-independent gap over the
aforementioned worst payo�s, i.e.,

F(4) −
∧

?A> 94B(\) = F(4̃) −
∧

?A> 94̃B(\) ∀4, 4̃ ∈ Θ∞.

As we discussed above, these two properties impose no restrictions in the standard repeated games set-
ting, because, for each 8, the set of XPE payo�s projected onto the 8-th coordinate is just an interval. How-
ever, if |Θ| > 1, then the set of XPE payo�s projected onto the 8-th coordinate is an in�nite-dimensional
object of a potentially complex geometry. 5

Our restrictions aim at identifying a subset of XPE payo�s in which, for each 8, the geometry of projec-
tions onto the 8-th coordinate is simple, i.e., it is an interval once normalized by the player 8’s worst payo�s.
Importantly, these restrictions allows us to reduce the dimensionality of XPE payo�s to a manageable level
and explicitly characterize this subset of XPE payo�s. The following proposition summarizes our charac-
terization.

Proposition 2. Let G and (U(\))\ ∈Θ be the largest sets satisfying the following common gap recursion:

G =
⋂
\ ∈Θ

(
U(\) − ! (U(\))

)
andU(\) = T(G|\) ∀\ ∈ Θ,

where for each \ ∈ Θ, T(·|\) is defined as

T(� |\) := 2>
{
F ∈ R= |∃0 ∈ �, ∃6 ∈ � s.t.

(% ) F = (1 − X)D(0 |\) + X6,

(��) 1 − X
X
3 (0 |\) 6 6)

}
∀\ ∈ Θ.

Then, for each \ ∈ Θ and for each F ∈ U(\), there exists an XPE f such that

F +
∞∑
C=1
XC ·

∧
U(\C ) = *f (\, 4) ∀4 ∈ Θ∞.

Proof. We will invoke an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Proposition 1. For each \ ∈ Θ,
letV ′(\) be de�ned as follows:

V ′(\) :=
{
F ∈ R= ·Θ∞ |∃E ∈ U(\) s.t. F(4) = E +

∞∑
C=1
XC ·

∧
U(\C ) ∀4 ∈ Θ∞

}
.

Our goal is to show thatV ′(\) ⊆ V(\). To save on notations, letV ′ := (V ′(\))\ ∈Θ.

5By a projection of+ ⊆ RΘ∞ onto the 8-th coordinate , we mean the following set: {F8 ∈ RΘ
∞ |∃F ∈ +}.
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By construction, for each \ ∈ Θ and for each 4 ∈ Θ∞, we have that

∧
?A> 94V ′(\) =

∧
U(\)) +

∞∑
C=1
XC ·

∧
U(\C ),

where ?A> 94 is the projection onto environment 4. It follows thatG can be expressed in the following way:

G =
{
W ∈ R=+ |∀\ ∈ Θ ∃E(\) ∈ V ′(\) s.t. W = E(\, 4) −

∧
?A> 94V ′(\) ∀\ ∈ Θ, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞.

}
Combining these two facts, we conclude that the family of setsV ′ satis�es the APS recursion with two
additional constraints, that is

V ′(\) = F′(V ′ |\) ∀\ ∈ Θ,

where for each \ ∈ Θ, the operator F′(·|\) is de�ned as

F′(+ |\) := 2>
{
F ∈ R= ·Θ∞ |∃0 ∈ �, ∀\̃ ∈ Θ, ∀8 ∈ {0} ∪ # ∃E8 (\̃, ·) ∈ + (\̃) ∃6 ∈ R=+ s.t.

(% ) F(\̃, 4) = (1 − X)D(0 |\) + XE0 (\̃, 4) ∀\̃ ∈ Θ, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞,

(��) 1 − X
X
38 (0 |\) 6 E08 (\̃, 4) − E88 (\̃, 4) ∀\̃ ∈ Θ, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞, ∀8 ∈ #,

68 = E
0
8 (\̃, 4) − E88 (\̃, 4) ∀\̃ ∈ Θ, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞, ∀8 ∈ #,

E88 (\̃, 4) =
[∧

?A> 94+
′(\̃)

]
8
∀\̃ ∈ Θ, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞, ∀8 ∈ #

}
.

Clearly, the above recursion is more constrained than the APS operator; as a result,

V ′(\) = F′(V ′ |\) ⊆ F(V ′ |\) ∀\ ∈ Θ.

Since for each \ ∈ Θ, the operator F(·|\) is monotone andV are the largest invariant sets, we must have
V ′(\) ⊆ V(\) for all \ ∈ Θ. This concludes the proof. �

The reader might wonder how large is the set of common gaps identi�ed in Proposition 2, and how good
are the associated XPE in punishing players’ deviations. Figureref�ggaps depicts the setG in the motivating
example computed for two values of X. The red (resp. blue) area corresponds to the set of gaps when only
Game 1 (resp. Game 2) is available, and the gray region captures the set of common gaps in the uncertain
repeated game with two possible stage games. It can be noted that the set of common gap XPE payo�s need
not a strict subset of SPE payo�s of either game. Qualitatively speaking, Game 1 constraints the payo� set
in the uncertain repeated game more than the Game 2. Moreover, since (0,0) is not available as a common
gap in Figure 1a but it is in Figure 1b. Thus, for lower values of X the worst possible XPE payo� cannot be
attained, but it can be as the value gets larger. The characterization of the worst XPE gap in turn determines
what set of gaps (and hence payo�s) can be sustained in an equilibrium.

As for the tightness of players’ worst payo�s in our subset of XPE, they are certainly better than those
which can be obtained by a Nash reversion. In other words, the players may sustain better cooperative
outcomes by assuming more complex deviations than Nash reversion, which is documented in the following
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(a) X = 0.55 (b) X = 0.9

Figure 1: The common gaps for the motivating example—red is SPE for game 1, blue is SPE for game 2, and
grey is the XPE for the uncertain repeated game.

result.

Corollary 1. Let G and (U(\))\ ∈Θ be defined as in Proposition 2. For each 8 ∈ # and for each \ ∈ Θ, let

!8 (\) := (1 − X) min
0∈(# (\)

A8 (0 |\). Then, for each 8 ∈ # , there exists an XPE f such that player 8 receives the

following payo�:

*f8 (4) =
∞∑
C=1
XC−1 ·

[∧
U(\C )

]
8
.

Moreover, the above payo� is lower than under Nash reversion, that is

*f8 (4) 6
∞∑
C=1
XC−1!8 (\C ) ∀4 ∈ Θ∞.

4 Justi�able outcomes

We now turn to the second main question of this paper which is a characterization of justi�able outcomes.
For the repeated games setting, this question was �rst addressed by Abreu [1988] who provided a necessary
and su�cient condition for justi�ability of a deterministic outcome of in�nite length. In what follows we
will �rst present a generalization of his result to outcomes of arbitrary �nite length using the set of gaps con-
structed in Proposition 1. Then, we will derive a su�cient condition for justi�ability when multiple stage
games are available building on the characterization for the repeated games setting and the set of common
gaps described in Proposition 2.

4.1 Single stage game

Let Θ contain exactly one element. Clearly, there is no di�erence between full and reduced outcomes; so,
we simply call them outcomes.

Two quick pieces of notation to set the stage. For a set+ ⊂ R=, de�ne the join
∨
+ as follows:∨

+ :=
(
sup
F ∈+

F1, . . . , sup
F ∈+

F=

)
.
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And, letΛ := {_ ∈ R=+ | ‖_‖ = 1}. So, forG as in Proposition 1 we can de�ne a support function c on R=+
as follows:

c(_) := max{_ · 6 |6 ∈ G}.

Taking on from convex analysis, the function c tracks the set of supporting hyperplanes with non-negative
outer normal vectors of the set G; thus, it pins down the boundary of the weak Pareto frontier of G. For-
mally, we have the following relationship:{

F ∈ R= |∃6 ∈ G s.t. 6 > F
}
=

{
F ∈ R= |c(_) > _ · F ∀_ ∈ Λ

}
.

The result can now be stated.

Proposition 3. Let G andU be defined as in Proposition 1, also let c be the support function of G on the set

of non-negative outer normal vectors. Then, a deterministic outcome U1:g is justifiable if and only if

Xg+1

1 − X c(_)︸︷︷︸
largest

sustainable
XPE gap

> _ ·
g∨
C=1

[
XC 3 (UC )︸︷︷︸

normalized gains
from deviation

−
g∑

:=C+1
X:

(
D(U:) − 1

1 − X ·
∧
U︸                      ︷︷                      ︸

normalized losses
from deviation

)]
∀_ ∈ Λ.

According to Proposition 3, to determine whether or not a certain outcome is justi�able we need to
know the normalized weak Pareto frontier, i.e., c, and the vector of worst payo�s. The idea is as follows:
U1:g is justi�able if and only if it can be “completed” by an XPE strategy pro�le. This amounts to specifying:
1) a continuation XPE that will be in e�ect at date g + 1 if no deviations occurred, and 2) for each player
8 and for each date C = 1, . . . , g a punishment XPE that will be followed upon any player 8’s deviation on
that date.

Equivalently, we can normalize stage payo�s by the worst XPE payo�s and ask the same question in
terms of XPE gaps. The vector in the square brackets in Proposition 3 measures for each player, a change
in the player’s discounted payo� from C to g if she deviated at time C in the best way. It follows that

∨g
C=1 [·]

is exactly the vector of maximal changes in the players’ discounted payo�s in our dataset, i.e., from C = 1
to C = g. Taking all pieces together, the outcome U1:g is justi�able if and only if there exists an XPE gap
which is larger than the aforementioned vector of maximal changes. The result follows immediately from
the characterization of G through its support function.

It is worth mentioning that for g = ∞, only the worst payo�s matter, and the condition is exactly the
one derived in Abreu [1988].

4.2 Multiple stage games

We now extend the ideas from the repeated games setting to the general model with multiple stage games.
First, we consider full outcomes. The following proposition delivers the condition which is similar to the
one derived in the benchmark case. The main innovation here is that no deviation should be pro�table for
all possible sequences of stages games which could occur till time g.
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Proposition 4 (Full outcomes). Let G and (U(\))\ ∈Θ be defined as in Proposition 2, also let c be the

support function ofG on the set of non-negative outer normal vectors. Then, a full outcome U1:g is justifiable if

Xg+1

1 − X c(_) > _ ·
∨

16C6g

[
XC3 (UC (\1:C ) |\C ) −

g∑
:=C+1

X:
(
D(U: (\1::) |\:) − 1

1 − X ·
∧
U(\:)

)]
∀\1:g ∈ Θ1:g , ∀_ ∈ Λ.

The logic of Proposition 4 is analogous to Proposition 3. A full outcome is justi�able if and only if
it can be “completed” by an XPE in which this full outcome is played on path. Our su�cient conditions
asserts that it is possible to execute this task with continuations and punishments taken from the subset of
XPE which is constructed in the previous section, i.e., XPE in which the players receives an environment-
independent bonus over their worst payo�s.

Stationary outcomes are especially tractable and the “worst” environment can be often described in a
closed form. Our next corollary restates the su�cient condition of Proposition 4 for stationary outcomes
in terms of comparing the lowest (across stage games) dynamic loss and the largest (across stage games)
dynamic gain.

Corollary 2 (Stationary outcomes). Let G and (U(\))\ ∈Θ be defined as in Proposition 2. Then, a deter-

ministic stationary outcome \ ↦→ U(\) is justifiability if∧
\ ∈Θ

(
D(U(\) |\) − 1

1 − X ·
∧
U(\)

)
× X >

∨
\ ∈Θ

3 (U(\) |\) × (1 − X).

This result was implicitly invoked in determining the threshold on discount vector for sustaining the
action (U, G) as an XPE in the motivating example.

We now look at reduced outcomes. The following proposition delivers the su�cient condition which
is similar to the one derived in Proposition 3, but has to be veri�ed along given sequence of stage games, say
\1:g , for all times B = 1, . . . , g. The time B stays for the player’s incentive constraints given the environment
in which \1:B realized in the �rst B periods and the (B + 1)-th period stage game is not the same as in \1:g .

Proposition 5 (Reduced outcomes). Let G and (U(\))\ ∈Θ be defined as in Proposition 2, also let c be the

support function of G on the set of non-negative outer normal vectors. Then, a deterministic reduced outcome

(V1:g , \1:g) is justifiable if

XB+1

1 − X c(_) > _ ·
∨
16C6B

[
XC3 (VC |\C ) −

B∑
:=C+1

X:
(
D(V: |\:) − 1

1 − X ·
∧
U(\:)

)]
∀B = 1, . . . , g, ∀_ ∈ Λ.

5 Necessary conditions for justi�ability

In this section we assess the tightness of our su�cient conditions developed in the previous section. Since
the set of XPE payo�s is in�nite-dimensional, it is hard (or even virtually impossible) to put an upper bound
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directly on it.
We take a di�erent route and look for necessary conditions for justi�ability of a certain form. Note that

our su�cient conditions depend on two objects, namely the weak Pareto frontier of the set of common
gaps, i.e., c, and the collection of worst payo�s, i.e., (∧U(\))\ ∈Θ. It follows that if we can �nd necessary
conditions which depend on similar objects, say a function c and a collection of worst payo�s (! (\))\ ∈Θ,
in the same way as expressed in Propositions 4 and 5; then, distances between these “lower” and “upper”
bounds are informative about tightness of the su�cient conditions. To sum up, the main idea of what
follows is to bound from below stage game payo�s that can occur in XPE and to bound from above the
largest gap that can be sustained for all environments simultaneously.

As discussed above, the set of XPE payo�s is in�nite-dimensional, and it might have a quite complicated
geometry. Our starting point is to reduce the complexity by considering projections of this set onto individ-
ual environments. For our purposes it is more convenient to work with the support function ofW(\, 4),
i.e., for each_ ∈ R=+ , de�ne the highest surplus in direction_ to be ?(_ |\, 4) := sup{_ ·F |F ∈ W(\, 4)}.

The advantage of considering projections and their support functions is due to the following observa-
tions. First, for each 8 ∈ # and for each 4 ∈ Θ∞, the value of −?(−a−8 |4) equals to the worst XPE payo�
to player 8, where a8 be the 8-th unit vector, that is for each 4 ∈ Θ,

−?(−a−8 |4) = inf
f, XPE

*f8 (4).

Second, for each _ ∈ R=+ and for each 4 ∈ Θ∞, the value of ?(_ |4) + ∑
8∈# _8?(−a−8 |4) is the highest

payo� gap in direction _ for environment 4 that can be sustained in XPE, i.e.,

?(_ |4) +
∑
8∈#

_8?(−a−8 |4) >
∑
8∈#

_8

(
*f8 (4) −*f

8

8 (4)
)

∀4 ∈ Θ∞, ∀(f0, . . . , f=), XPE .

Unfortunately, solving for the support function for every environment might still be impossible, be-
cause of unavoidable non-stationary. We bypass this by constructing two bounds: one for the worst payo�s
in each individual environment, and the other is for the payo� gap that can be sustained for all possible

environments simultaneously.

Proposition 6. Let _ ∈ R=+ ↦→ c(_) ∈ R+ be the largest linearly homogeneous, continuous function and

\ ∈ Θ ↦→ ((\) ⊆ � be the largest correspondence that satisfy the following recursion:

c = Q (c) and ((\) = S(c |\) ∀\ ∈ Θ,

Q (c) (_) := min
\ ∈Θ

inf
`∈R=

+
max

0∈( (c |\)

{
(1 − X) (_ · D(0 |\) − ` · 3 (0 |\))

}
+

+ X@(_ + `) − (1 − X)
∑
8∈#

_8 min
0∈S(c |\)

A8 (0 |\) ∀_ ∈ Λ,

S(c |\) :=
{
0 ∈ �| 1 − X

X
3 (0 |\) 6 c(_) ∀_ ∈ R=+ s.t. ‖_‖ = 1

}
∀\ ∈ Θ
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Then, for each _ ∈ R=+ ,

c(_) > inf
4∈Θ∞

{
?(_ |4) +

∑
8∈#

_8?(−a−8 |4)
}
.

In addition, for each (\, 4) ∈ Θ∞,

−?(−a8 |\, 4) − X(−?(−a8 |4)) > (1 − X) min
0∈( (\)

A8 (0 |\) ∀8 ∈ #.

By construction, the function c is the upper bound on the largest weighted gap attainable simultane-
ously for all environments, that is

c(_) +
∑
8∈#

_8c(−a−8) > sup
(f,f1,...,f=) XPE

inf
4

=∑
8=1
_8

(
*f8 (4) −*f

8

8 (4)
)
.

The collection (! (\))\ ∈Θ can be thought as a bound on stage payo�s that the players can guarantee at state
\ under any XPE, i.e.,

∞∑
C=1
XC−1! (\C ) 6 *f (4) ∀f, XPE.

For each stage game \ ∈ Θ, ! (\)\ ∈Θ is minmax payo�s whenever certain action pro�les are explicitly not
allowed, i.e., those which cannot certainly be sustained in any XPE. In the context of one long-run player,
Carroll [2020] termed this vector a quasi-minmax.

We now use Proposition 6 to construct a necessary condition for justi�ability. As before, we provide
three separate result, one for each kind of outcomes. The necessary condition has the similar logic as our
su�cient condition; the only di�erence is that instead of constructing the weak Pareto frontier for normal-
ized payo�s and worst payo�s within some subset of XPE, we use the general bounds derived in Proposition
6.

Proposition 7 (Full outcomes). Let c and (((\))\ ∈Θ be defined as in Proposition 6. For each 8 ∈ # and

for each \ ∈ Θ, let !8 (\) := (1 − X) min
0∈( (\)

A8 (0 |\). Then, a full outcome U1:g is justifiable only if

Xg+1

1 − X c(_) > _ ·
∨

16C6g

[
XC3 (UC (\1:C ) |\C ) −

g∑
:=C+1

X:
(
D(U: (\1::) |\:) −

! (\:)
1 − X

)]
∀\1:g ∈ Θ1:g , ∀_ ∈ Λ.

Corollary 3 (Stationary outcomes). Let c and (((\))\ ∈Θ be defined as in Proposition 6. For each 8 ∈ #
and for each \ ∈ Θ, let !8 (\) := (1−X) min

0∈( (\)
A8 (0 |\). Then, a deterministic stationary outcome \ ↦→ U(\)

is justifiable only if ∧
\ ∈Θ

(
D(U(\) |\) −

! (\)
1 − X

)
× X >

∨
\ ∈Θ

3 (U(\) |\) × (1 − X).

Proposition 8 (Reduced outcomes). Let c and (((\))\ ∈Θ be defined as in Proposition 6. For each 8 ∈ #
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and for each \ ∈ Θ, let !8 (\) := (1 − X) min
0∈( (\)

A8 (0 |\). Then, a deterministic reduced outcome (V1:g , \1:g)
is justifiable only if

XB+1

1 − X c(_) > _ ·
∨
16C6B

[
XC3 (VC |\C ) −

B∑
:=C+1

X:
(
D(V: |\:) −

! (\:)
1 − X

)]
∀B = 1, . . . , g, ∀_ ∈ Λ.

6 Strongly symmetric XPE

A frequently studied special case of repeated interactions is when a stage game is symmetric, i.e., the players
have the same action sets �1 = . . . = �= = �, and there exists a function q : � × �= → R such that
D8 (0) = q(08 , 0) for every 0 ∈ �, 8 = 1, . . . , =.

In symmetric games, it is natural to focus on situations in which the players play an identical action.
For every common action 1 ∈ �, de�ne the representative player’s payo� by D̂(1) := q(1, (1, . . . , 1)),
the best deviation payo� by Â (1) := max

1′∈�
q(1′, (1′, 1, . . . , 1)) and her net gains by 3̂ (1) := Ê(1) − D̂(1).

Then we say that a pro�le of strategies f is strongly symmetric XPE (SSXPE) if f is XPE, and the players
play an identical action after every history.

Clearly, characterizing SSXPE is equivalent to characterizing XPE in a single-player game; thus, the
methods and results we developed in the previous sections can be directly applied. The main insight of
this section is tightness of our characterization of justi�ability in the sense that the su�cient condition
(Propositions 4 and 5) coincide with the necessary condition (Propositions 7 and 8). To establish this fact,
we will show that the common gap recursion (Proposition 2) produces the same values of the maximal
surplus gap and worst payo� as the recursion in Proposition 6.

First, we unpack the sets G and (U(\))\ ∈Θ identi�ed in Proposition 2. By construction, the set G =
[0, 6∗] for some number 6∗ > 0. Given arbitrary 6 > 0, we now solve for T(� |\) with � = [0, 6], i.e.,
T(� |\) = [<(6 |\), " (6 |\)] such that

" (6 |\) := max
{
(1 − X)D̂(1 |\) + X6 | (1, 6) ∈ � × [0, 6], 1 − X

X
3̂ (1 |\) 6 6

}
=

= (1 − X) max
1∈� s.t. 1−X

X
3̂ (1 |\)66

D̂(1 |\) + X6,

<(6 |\) := min
{
(1 − X)D̂(1 |\) + X6 | (1, 6) ∈ � × [0, 6], 1 − X

X
3̂ (1 |\) 6 6

}
=

= (1 − X) min
1∈� s.t. 1−X

X
3̂ (1 |\)66

Â (1 |\).

We now consider the recursion in Proposition 6, speci�cally, we are interested in solving for c and
(((\))\ ∈Θ. Since c is linearly homogeneous, it must be the case that c(_) = _6∗ on R+ for some 6∗ > 0.
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Now, let c(_) = _6 on R+ for some 6; Then, for each _ ∈ R+,

Q (c) (_) = min
\ ∈Θ

inf
`∈R+

max
1∈� s.t. 1−X

X
3̂ (1 |\)66

(1 − X) (_D̂(1 |\) − `3̂ (1 |\)) + X(_ + `)6 − <(6 |\) =

= _min
\ ∈Θ

{
" (6 |\) − <(6 |\)

}
,

where the second line follows from the fact that for each \ ∈ Θ,

_" (6 |\) > inf
`∈R+

max
1∈� s.t. 1−X

X
3̂ (1 |\)66

(1 − X) (_D̂(1 |\) − `3̂ (1 |\)) + X(_ + `)6 >

> max
1∈� s.t. 1−X

X
3̂ (1 |\)66

inf
`∈R+

(1 − X) (_D̂(1 |\) − `3̂ (1 |\)) + X(_ + `)6 > _" (6 |\).

Taking two pieces together, the upper bound on the maximal surplus gap 6∗∗ solves exactly the same
equation as the common reward gap 6∗. In fact, the same is true for the worst payo�.

Proposition 9. Let 6∗ be the largest positive number satisfying the following equation:

6∗ = min
\ ∈Θ

{
" (6∗ |\) − <(6∗ |\)

}
.

Let G and (U(\))\ ∈Θ be defined as in Proposition 2. Then, G = [0, 6∗] and
∧U(\)) = <(6∗ |\) for all

\ ∈ Θ.

Furthermore, let c and (((\))\ ∈Θ be defined as in Proposition 6. For each \ ∈ Θ, let ! (\) := (1 −
X) min
1∈( (\)

Â (1 |\). Then, c(1) = 6∗ and ! (\) = <(6∗ |\).

Proposition 9 establishes the tightness of our necessary and su�cient conditions for justi�ability of
SSXPE outcomes. In fact, the reader might verify that our construction coincides with the one developed
in Carroll [2020] for games with one long-run single player. It worth to mention that in the space of SSXPE,
there are universally “good” and “bad” equilibria.

Corollary 4. There are two SSXPE f and f such that

*f (4) > *f (4) > *f (4) ∀4 ∈ Θ∞ ∀f, SSXPE.

Moreover, f is such that the corresponding full outcome is stationary and deterministic.

7 Collusion in a duopoly

To illustrate the role of uncertainty, we solve for the general common gap XPE and and strongly symmetric
XPE in a model of duopoly. There are two identical �rms who face two possible stage games. In each game,
market demand is linear given by ? = (U\ −&)+, and marginal coasts are given by 2\ , where

U1 = 6, 21 = 1 and U1 = 7.5, 21 = 1.5.
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We consider both the

1. Cournot model, in which action space given by a discrete gird of 20 equally spaced quantity choices
in the set [0, \], and

2. Betrand model, in which action space given by a discrete gird of 20 equally spaced pricing choices in
the set [2\ , \].

Figure 2 reports the common gap payo�s for Cournot and Figure 3. Figures (a) plots the upperbound
of the common gap in a strongly symmetric SPE XPE as a function of X. Figure (b) plots the maximal pro�t
of the representative �rm for an SPE and an SSXPE. Figures (c) and (d) plot the common gap XPEs

(a) Strongly Symmetric SPE and XPE (b) Pro�ts for Strongly symmetric SPE and XPE

(c) SPE and Common gap XPE for X = 0.15 (d) SPE and Common gap XPE X = 0.75

Figure 2: Cournot
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(a) Strongly Symmetric SPE and XPE (b) Pro�ts for Strongly symmetric SPE and XPE

(c) SPE and Common gap XPE for X = 0.15 (d) SPE and Common gap XPE X = 0.75

Figure 3: Bertrand
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8 Appendix

Proof of Corollary 1. The �rst part of the claim follows directly from Proposition 2 and compactness of
(U(\))\ ∈Θ.

We now show the second part of the claim. Let G′ and (U ′(\))\ ∈Θ be the largest sets satisfying the
following recursion:

G′ =
⋂
\ ∈Θ

(
U ′(\) − ! (U ′(\))

)
andU ′(\) = T′(G|\) ∀\ ∈ Θ,

where for each \ ∈ Θ, T′(·|\) is de�ned as

T′(� |\) := 2>
{
F ∈ R= |∃0 ∈ (#(\), ∃6 ∈ � s.t.

(% ) F = (1 − X)D(0 |\) + X6,

(��) 1 − X
X
3 (0 |\) 6 6

}
∀\ ∈ Θ.

The only di�erence between the new operator T′(·|\) and common gap recursion T(·|\) is that in the
former only action pro�les in (#(\) are allowed. Since G′ ⊆ R=+ and ! (G′), we have ! (U ′(\)) = ! (\)
for all \ ∈ Θ.

Since for each \ ∈ Θ, the operatorT′(·|\) is more constrained thanT(·|\), we haveU ′(\) = T′(G′ |\) ⊆
T(G′ |\). Then, monotonicity of the common gap recursion and the fact that G and (U(\))\ ∈Θ are de-
�ned to be the largest sets satisfying it jointly imply thatU(\) ⊇ U ′(\), thus ! (U(\)) 6 ! (U ′(\)) =
! (\), for all \ ∈ Θ. �

Proof of Corollary 2. By Proposition 2, a stationary outcome \ ↦→ U(\) is implementable if

0 > 3 (U(\) |\) −
∞∑
:=1

X:
(
D(U(\:) |\:) − ! (U(\

:))
1 − X

)
∀(\, 4) ∈ Θ∞.

Next, note that∧
4∈Θ∞

∞∑
:=1

X:
(
D(U(\:) |\:) − ! (U(\

:))
1 − X

)
=

∧
\ ∈Θ

(
D(U(\) |\) − ! (U(\))

1 − X

)
× X

1 − X ,

which implies the claim. �

Proof of Proposition 6. For each_ ∈ R=+ and for each 4 ∈ Θ∞, de�ne the maximal surplus gap as c′(_ |4) :=
?(_ |4) +∑

8∈# _8?(−a−8 |4). Our goal is to show that c′ is subinvariant with the respect to the recursion
of the proposition, which would then imply that it is dominated by the function c.

First of all, the APS recursion implies that for each (\, 4) ∈ Θ∞, the projections of XPE payo�s satisfy
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the following inclusion:

W(\, 4) ⊆ 2>
{
F ∈ R= |∃0 ∈ �, ∀8 ∈ {0} ∪ #, ∀4̃ ∈ Θ∞ ∃E8 (4̃) ∈ , (4̃) s.t.

(% ) F = (1 − X)D(0 |\) + XE0(4),

(��) 1 − X
X
38 (0 |\) 6 E08 (4̃) − E88 (4̃) ∀4̃ ∈ Θ∞, ∀8 ∈ #

}
.

Using the above inclusion, we can express the maximal surplus in direction _ ∈ R= as

?(_ |\, 4) 6 max
0∈(′ (\)

sup
E8 ∈W(4) ,
8=0,...,=

inf
`∈R=+

(1 − X) (_ · D(0 |\) − ` · 3 (0 |\)) + X(_ + `) · E0 − X
∑
8∈#

`8E
8
8 6

6 max
0∈(′ (\)

inf
`∈R=+

(1 − X) (_ · D(0 |\) − ` · 3 (0 |\)) + X?(_ + ` |4) + X
∑
8∈#

`8?(−a8 |4),

where X` is the vector of dual variables associated with the IC constraint for environment 4, and (′(\) :=
S(inf4∈Θ∞ c′(·|4) |\) is the set of enforceable action pro�les. It follows that for each 8 ∈ # ,

?(−a−8 |\, 4) 6 −(1 − X) min
0∈(′ (\)

A8 (0 |\) + X?(−a−8 |4),

because ` = a8 is feasible for _ = −a8 , and ?(0|4) = 0.
Next, given positive direction _ ∈ R=+ , pre-multiply each player 8’s inequality for the worst payo� by _8

and combine them with the inequality for the support function to obtain the following inequality for the
maximal surplus gap:

c′(_ |\, 4) 6 max
0∈(′ (\)

inf
`∈R=+

(1 − X) (_ · D(0 |\) − ` · 3 (0 |\)) − (1 − X)
∑
8∈#

_8 min
0∈(′ (\)

A8 (0 |\) + Xc′(_ |4) 6

6 inf
`∈R=+

max
0∈(′ (\)

(1 − X) (_ · D(0 |\) − ` · 3 (0 |\)) − (1 − X)
∑
8∈#

_8 min
0∈(′ (\)

A8 (0 |\) + Xc′(_ |4).

It is easy to see that that the optimal choice of an action pro�le on the right-hand side is independent of 4.
Thus, taking the in�mum over 4 and the minimum over \ on each side, we conclude that inf

4∈Θ∞
c′(·|4) is

subinvariant with respect to R, that is

inf
4∈Θ∞

c′(_ |4) 6 R( inf
4∈Θ∞

c′(·|4)) (_) ∀_ ∈ R=+ .

It is routine to verify that R is monotone, and it maps linearly homogeneous functions to linearly ho-
mogeneous functions. By de�nition, inf

4∈Θ∞
c′(·|4) is linearly homogeneous and non-negative; thus, the

largest linearly homogeneous, non-negative function c that is invariant with respect to R must be weakly
larger than inf

4∈Θ∞
c′(·|4). Moreover, since R maps continuous functions to continuous functions, c is also

continuous, which proves the �rst claim.
As for the second claim, we note that for each \ ∈ Θ, the operator S(·|\) is monotone; thus, (′(\) =
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S( inf
4∈Θ∞

c′(·|4) |\) ⊆ S(c |\) = ((\). As a result, we have that

−?(−a8 |\, 4) − X(−?(−a8 |4)) > (1 − X) min
0∈(′ (\)

A8 (0 |\) > (1 − X) min
0∈( (\)

A8 (0 |\) ∀8 ∈ #,

which completes the proof of the second claim. �

Proof of Proposition 7. A deterministic full outcome U1:g is rationalizable if and only if

• for each \1:g ∈ Θ1:g and for each \ ∈ Θ, there exists a continuation payo� E0(\ |\1:g) ∈ V(\),

• for each player 8 ∈ # , for each \1:C ∈ Θ1:C for C = 1, . . . , g and for each \ ∈ Θ, there exists a
punishment payo� E8 (\ |\1:C ) ∈ V(\),

such that

(1 − X)
g∑
:=C

X:−CD8 (U: (\1::) |\:) + Xg−C+1E08 (\, 4 |\1:g) > (1 − X)A8 (UC (\1:C ) |\C ) + XE88 (\C+1:g , \, 4 |\1:C )

∀\1:g ∈ Θ1:g , ∀C = 1, . . . , g, ∀(\, 4) ∈ Θ∞, ∀8 ∈ #.

To derive the necessary condition, we relax the requirement that continuations and punishments must be
from the set of XPE payo�s; instead, we allow them to be chosen from projections onto speci�c environ-
ments. Formally, a deterministic full outcome U1:g is rationalizable only if

• for each \1:g ∈ Θ1:g and for each 4 ∈ Θ∞, there exists a continuation payo� E0(4 |\1:g) ∈ W(4),

• for each player 8 ∈ # , for each \1:C ∈ Θ1:C for C = 1, . . . , g and for each 4 ∈ Θ∞, there exists a
punishment payo� E8 (4 |\1:C ) ∈ W(4),

such that

(1 − X)
g∑
:=C

X:−CD8 (U: (\1::) |\:) + Xg+1E08 (4 |\1:g) > (1 − X)A8 (UC (\1:C ) |\C ) + XE88 (\C+1:g , 4 |\1:C )

∀\1:g ∈ Θ1:g , ∀C = 1, . . . , g, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞, ∀8 ∈ #.

By Proposition 6, for each 8 ∈ # and for each (\, 4) ∈ Θ∞,

E′8 > !8 (\) + XE8 ∀E
′ ∈ W(\, 4), ∀E ∈ W(4).

Using this observation, we can further weaken the necessary condition for rationalizability to the following:
a deterministic full outcome U1:g is rationalizable only if for each 8 ∈ {0} ∪ # , for each \1:g ∈ Θ1:g and for
each 4 ∈ Θ∞, there exists a payo� E8 (4 |\1:g) ∈ W(4) such that

Xg+1

1 − X
(
E08 (4 |\1:g) − E88 (4 |\1:g)

)
> XCA (UC8 (\1:C ) |\C ) +

g∑
:=C+1

X:

(
D8 (U: (\1::) |\:) −

!8 (\:)
1 − X

)
=: GC8 (\1:g)

∀\1:g ∈ Θ1:g , ∀C = 1, . . . , g, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞, ∀8 ∈ #.
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We note that the above system of inequalities can be restated as

Xg+1

1 − X
∑
8∈#

(
g∑
C=1
_C8

) (
E08 (4 |\1:g) − E88 (4 |\1:g)

)
>

g∑
C=1
_C · GC (\1:g)

∀\1:g ∈ Θ1:g , ∀C = 1, . . . , g, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞, _1:g ∈ R= ·g+ s.t.
 g∑
C=1
_C

 = 1.

By construction, for each _ ∈ R=+ and each 4 ∈ Θ∞, the value of ?(_ |4) + ∑
8∈# _8?(−a8 |4) is the

upper bound on the maximal surplus gap, i.e.,

?(_ |4) +
∑
8∈#

_8?(−a8 |4) >
∑
8∈#

_8 (E08 − E88) ∀(E0, . . . , E=) ∈ (W(4))=+1.

According to Proposition 6, c > inf
4∈Θ∞

{
?(_ |4) +∑

8∈# _8?(−a8 |4)
}

for all _ ∈ R=+ , thus, a deterministic
full outcome U1:g is rationalizable only if

Xg+1

1 − X c
(
g∑
C=1
_C

)
>

g∑
C=1
_C · GC (\1:g) ∀\1:g ∈ Θ1:g , ∀C = 1, . . . , g, _1:g ∈ R= ·g+ s.t.

 g∑
C=1
_C

 = 1.

Finally, given _ ∈ R=+ with ‖_‖ = 1, we note that

sup
{ g∑
C=1
_C · GC (\1:g) |_1:C ∈ R= ·g+ ,

g∑
C=1
_1:g = _

}
= _ ·

∨
16C6g

GC (\1:g),

which yields the condition of the claim. �

Proof of Corollary 3. By Proposition 6, a stationary outcome \ ↦→ U(\) is implementable only if

0 > 3 (U(\) |\) −
∞∑
:=1

X:
(
D(U(\:) |\:) −

! (\)
1 − X

)
∀(\, 4) ∈ Θ∞.

Next, note that ∧
4∈Θ∞

∞∑
:=1

X:
(
D(U(\:) |\:) −

! (\)
1 − X

)
=

∧
\ ∈Θ

(
D(U(\) |\) −

! (\)
1 − X

)
× X

1 − X ,

which implies the claim. �

Proof of Proposition 8. A deterministic reduced outcome (V1:g , \1:g) is rationalizable if and only if

• for each C = 1, . . . , g and for each \ ∈ Θ, there exists a continuation payo� E0(\ |C) ∈ V(\),

• for each player 8 ∈ # , for each C = 1, . . . , g and for each \ ∈ Θ, there exists a punishment payo�
E8 (\ |C) ∈ V(\),
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such that

(1 − X)
B∑
:=C

X:−CD8 (V:) |\:) + XB−C+1E08 (\, 4 |B) > (1 − X)A8 (VC |\C ) + XE88 (\B+1:g , \, 4 |B)

∀C, B = 1, . . . g s.t. C 6 B, ∀(\, 4) ∈ Θ∞, ∀8 ∈ #.

We �rst relax the rationalizability requirement by allowing continuations and punishments to be chosen
from projections onto speci�c environments. In other words, a deterministic reduced outcome (V1:g , \1:g)
is rationalizable only if

• for each C = 1, . . . , g and for each 4 ∈ Θ∞, there exists a continuation payo� E0(4 |C) ∈ W(4),

• for each player 8 ∈ # , for each C = 1, . . . , g and for each 4 ∈ Θ∞, there exists a punishment payo�
E8 (4 |C) ∈ W(4),

such that

(1 − X)
B∑
:=C

X:−CD8 (V:) |\:) + XB−C+1E08 (4 |B) > (1 − X)A8 (VC |\C ) + XE88 (\B+1:g , 4 |B)

∀C, B = 1, . . . g s.t. C 6 B, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞, ∀8 ∈ #.

By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 7, the above condition can be weakened to the
following: a deterministic reduced outcome (V1:g , \1:g) is rationalizable only if for each 8 ∈ {0} ∪ # , for
each B = 1, . . . , g and for each 4 ∈ Θ∞, there exists a payo� E8 (4 |B) ∈ W(4) such that

XB+1

1 − X
(
E08 (4 |B) − E88 (4 |B)

)
> XCA (VC8 |\C ) +

B∑
:=C+1

X:

(
D8 (V: |\:) −

!8 (\:)
1 − X

)
=: GC8 (B)

∀C, B = 1, . . . g s.t. C 6 B, ∀4 ∈ Θ∞, ∀8 ∈ #.

We not that the payo�s in the above system can be chosen as a function of B. Then, given B, pre-multiply
each C-th inequality by _C ∈ R=+ for C = 1, . . . , B, and then add them up. Bounding the left-hand and
right-hand sides of as in the proof of Proposition 7, yields the result. �

Proof of Corollary 4. Let 6∗ be as in Proposition 9. According to this proposition and Proposition 6,

∞∑
C=1
XC−1<(6∗ |\C ) 6 *f (4) ∀4 ∈ Θ∞, ∀f, SSXPE.

Moreover, there exists a SSXPE f that attains this payo� by Corollary 1.
As for the best payo�, Proposition 7 implies that only action pro�les for which 1−X

X
3̂ (1 |\) 6 6∗ can

be player on-path, thus

(1 − X)
∞∑
C=1

max
1∈� s.t. 1−X

X
3̂ (1 |\)66∗

D̂(1 |\) > *f (4) ∀4 ∈ Θ∞, ∀f, SSXPE.
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Let \ ∈ Θ ↦→ U(\) ∈ � be the stationary deterministic outcome that for each \ ∈ Θ, maximizes D̂(1 |\)
subject to 1−X

X
3̂ (1 |\) 6 6∗. Corollary 2 implies that this outcome is rationalizable, thus there exists a

SSXPE that attains the aforementioned payo�. �
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